RECOMMENDATIONS TO AUTHORS

The following standards are those adopted by the CTS Letters and Human Sciences during its 38th session of the CCI consultations, held in Bamako from July 11 to 20, 2016.

1. Presentation of manuscripts

Authors are invited to electronically submit manuscripts of 3000 to 8000 words (maximum 16 source pages and bibliography included) entered in software, Word format (Arial Narrow 12 for text and 10 for footnotes, Line spacing simple).

A draft text, submitted for evaluation, must include a title, signature (First name (s) and NAME (s) of the author (s), the home institution), the email address of (the) author (s), the French summary (250 words), the keywords (five), the English summary (of the same volume), the keywords (same number as the keywords). The summary must summarize the problem, the methodology and the main results. Scientific names and local terms in the text should be italicized (Adansonia digitata). The text must be accompanied by an identity photo of the author or authors, JPG format.

The titles of the sections of the text should be numbered as follows:
1. First level, first title (Arial Narrow 12 bold)
1.1. Second level (Arial Narrow 12 bold italic)
1.1.1. Third level (Arial Narrow 12 italics without bold)

2. Illustrations

The illustrations (tables, graphs, diagrams, maps, photos) must be numbered (continuous numbering) in Arabic numerals according to the order of their appearance in the text. They should have a concise title, placed above the illustration element (centered). The source is indicated (centered) below the element (Size 10). It is important that these elements of illustrations are first announced, then inserted, and finally commented in the body of the text.

3. Notes and references

The quoted passages are presented in Roman and in quotes. When the quoting sentence and the quotation exceed three lines, it is necessary to go to the line, to present the quotation (line 1) in roman and indented, by reducing the font size by one point.

Citation references are incorporated into the citing text, as appropriate, in the following ways:
- (Initial (s) of the First name or First Names and the Author, year of publication, cited pages);
- Initial (s) of the First Name or First Names and the Author (year of publication, cited pages).
Examples:
- Indeed, the goal pursued by M. Ascher (1998, p. 223), is “to widen the history of mathematics so that it acquires a multicultural and global perspective (…), to increase the field Mathematics: whereas it mainly took care of the Western professional group that we call mathematicians (…).”
- To say more fully what this capacity of civil society is, which in its effective deployment, attests that it can bring development and history, S. B. Diagne (1991, p. 2) writes:

  Let there be no mistake: people have always known how to oppose the coaching philosophy and its voluntarism their own circumvention strategies. These, for example, are readable in dynamism, or at the very least, in creativity whose proof is what is known as the informal sector and to whom it will be necessary to give the positive name of popular economy.

- The Ivorian philosopher is right, to a certain extent, to read, in this destabilizing shock, the process of underdevelopment. As he says:

  The process of underdevelopment resulting from this shock is experienced concretely by the populations concerned as a global crisis: socio-economic crisis (brutal exploitation, permanent unemployment, accelerated and painful exodus), but also socio-cultural and civilization reflecting a socio-historical lack of preparation and an inadequacy of cultures and human behavior to life forms imposed by foreign technologies. (S. Diakité, 1985, p. 105).

  Historical sources, references to oral information and explanatory notes are numbered in a continuous series and presented at the bottom of the page.

4. Bibliography

  The various elements of a bibliographic reference are presented as follows:
  LAST NAME and First name (s) of the author, Year of publication, Title area, Place of publication, Publisher area, pages (p.) Of articles for a journal. In the title zone, the title of an article is presented in Roman and in quotes, that of a work, a dissertation or a thesis, a report, a review or a newspaper is presented in italics. In the Publisher area, you indicate the Publishing House (for a work), the Name and the number / volume of the journal (for an article). If a work is a translation and / or a re-edition, the name of the translator and / or the edition must be specified after the title (e.g. 2nd ed.).

  Bibliographic references are presented in alphabetical order of author names. For example :
  BERGER Gaston, 1967, Modern man and his education, Paris, PUF.
Failure to comply with editorial standards may result in the rejection of a draft article.
For online work, add the email address (URL).